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Numerical modeling of submicron particles for acoustic
concentration in gaseous flow
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ABSTRACT:
This paper intends to explore the rationality and feasibility of modeling dispersed submicron particles in air by a
kinetic-based method called the unified gas-kinetic scheme (UGKS) and apply it to the simulation of particle concen-
tration under a transverse standing wave. A gas-particle coupling scheme is proposed where the gas phase is modeled
by the two-dimensional linearized Euler equations (LEE) and, through the analogous behavior between the rarefied
gas molecules and the air-suspended particles, a modified UGKS is adopted to estimate the particle dynamics. The
Stokes’ drag force and the acoustic radiation force applied on particles are accounted for by introducing a velocity-
dependent acceleration term in the UGKS formulation. To validate this methodology, the computed concentration
patterns are compared with experimental results in the literature. The comparison shows that the adopted LEE-
UGKS coupling scheme could well capture the concentration pattern of suspended submicron particles in a channel.
In addition, numerical simulations with varying standing wave amplitudes, different acoustic radiation force to drag
force ratios, and mean flow velocities are conducted. Their respective influences on the particle concentration pattern
and efficiency are analyzed. VC 2020 Acoustical Society of America. https://doi.org/10.1121/10.0000568
(Received 19 June 2019; revised 13 December 2019; accepted 16 December 2019; published online 21 January 2020)
[Editor: Steffen Marburg] Pages: 152–160
I. INTRODUCTION
Particle and cell manipulation with acoustofluidics
techniques has become a promising inter-discipline method-
ology drawing attention from the fields of fluid mechanics,
acoustics, and bio-technology. Due to its ability to effec-
tively and non-invasively control very small particles in
fluid, it has been successfully applied for analysis purposes
on many micro-sized systems like micro-electro-mechanical
systems and lab-on-a-chip devices.1–3 By the use of stand-
ing wave fields,4–6 dispersed objects could be efficiently
organized into certain patterns regardless of their shape,
size, and polarity. With special designs of the flow field,
specific concentration, separation, and size-dependent sort-
ing of particles could also be realized.
For liquid-based systems, the above-mentioned phe-
nomena could be well observed in laboratory experiments,
such as the effect of positive and negative contrast factors
on particle movement direction7 and the particle size frac-
tionation by acoustic radiation force.8,9 In the meantime,
investigations for gas-suspended particles were also carried
out in channel flow configurations.10–12 Due to the low
acoustic frequency, particle concentration patterns deviate
slightly from the acoustic radiation force theory.13,14
While experimental observations have shown the
promise of acoustofluidics to concentrate or separate par-
ticles from the medium, numerical methods were also
developed to simulate the scenario of particle manipulation
under acoustic loadings. Buyukkocak et al.15 applied a
Monte Carlo type method in simulating trajectories of 750
particles in a standing wave field. Fractionation of particles
with different sizes and densities were simulated, and com-
parison with experimental measurements showed good
agreement. Due to a flexibility in choosing property param-
eters, numerical simulations make it easy to compare parti-
cle behavior of arbitrary size and to study the relative
importance of the acoustic radiation force and the acoustic
streaming force (drag force). Muller et al.16 established a
numerical process based on the particle tracing method in
COMSOL software that revealed the particle motion transi-
tions from being dominated by streaming-induced drag to
being dominated by radiation forces as a function of particle
size, channel geometry, and material properties.
When modeling the particle phase numerically, most
existing simulation studies adopt the Lagrangian description
in which equation of motion for each particle is solved. This
idea is intrinsic for particle simulation17 but encounters com-
putational difficulty for small diameter and high number
density cases. For particle diameter less than 1 lm its num-
ber density practically exceeds 1012 m3, which makes the
complete simulation of all particles very time-consuming.
However, one advantage of the Lagrangian description is
that it could consider the particle collision and aggregation
process, yet the aggregation effect for submicron particles is
less obvious even at high sound pressure level (SPL).18
When particles are of a small size and high density, they
would have a dynamic behavior that sits between the contin-
uum gas medium and the complete discrete particulate objectsa)Electronic mail: lixd@buaa.edu.cn, ORCID: 0000-0001-8685-9139.





by analogy. Therefore, for submicron range particles, the
adoption of kinetic methods which were developed for treating
rarefied gas dynamics would be appropriate. However, in
addition to rarefied gas dynamics where particle transport and
collision processes are dominant, suspended particles in acous-
tic field also undergo viscous drag force and acoustic radiation
force from the medium. These two external forces introduce
an acceleration term in the governing equations of particle
phase. Passalacqua and Fox19 modeled the particle phase by
the Boltzmann equation with viscous acceleration term. They
built a continuum-kinetic coupling model for gas-particle flow
and solved the kinetic equation of the particle phase with a
third order quadrature-based method of moment (QMOM).
With the same modeling assumption, Liu et al.20 solved the
particle dynamics with the unified gas-kinetic scheme
(UGKS). By coupling the UGKS with the gas-kinetic scheme
(GKS), Liu’s model for gas-particle two-phase flow showed
multiscale property in capturing the particle trajectory crossing
(PTC), the particle wall reflecting phenomena and the vortex-
induced segregation of inertial particles under different Stokes
numbers.
As is shown in these studies, kinetic modeling for the
particle phase provides a potential treatment for gas-particle
two-phase flow simulations. Based on the Boltzmann equa-
tion, the UGKS integrates the collision and the free trans-
port of gas molecules which makes it valid for a varying
range of flow regime from continuum to rarefied.21,22 By
consequence, the present work intends to combine this
modeling idea with the UGKS and apply it to the simulation
of particle concentration phenomenon by acoustic loadings.
Specifically, a gas-particle coupling scheme is built with
the linearized Euler equations for the gas phase and the
modified UGKS for modeling the particle dynamics. The
coupling in the proposed scheme considers momentum
exchange where the particle phase undergoes forces from
the gas phase. The established scheme should be able to
predict some of the observations in the literature and pro-
vide an efficient alternative to the Lagrangian modeling
especially for nano-sized and sub micro-sized particles.
To validate the proposed numerical modeling, submicron
particle concentration by transverse standing wave in a
two-dimensional (2-D) micro channel is simulated. The
simulated results are first compared with experimental
measurements.11 Then parametric studies on the SPL of
standing wave, the acoustic radiation force (ARF) to
drag force (DF) ratio, and the mean flow velocity are
conducted.
In Sec. II the modified UGKS with external force term
for modeling dispersed submicron particles is described.
Treatment of the acceleration term and algorithm to speed
up the calculation are presented in detail. Section III out-
lines the formulation of the problem and the corresponding
linearized Euler equations (LEE)-UGKS coupling scheme.
In Sec. IV, the proposed scheme is employed to study the
particle acoustic concentration phenomenon by comparing
with experimental observations in the literature and by para-
metric studies.
II. MODIFIED UGKS FOR SUBMICRON PARTICLE
PHASE
A. UGKS with external forces
The UGKS is by origin a kinetic method. The same as
in many other kinetic formulations, the particle state is
described by a density distribution function in time, spatial,
and velocity space f ðt; x; upÞ. Suppose that the dispersed
particles are mono-disperse the governing equation with
external force term is20
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Subscript p denotes properties and variables related
with the particle phase and subscript g denotes those of the
gas phase. In Eq. (1), A is the acceleration term brought
about by the external forces on the particle phase. Within
the scope of this work, the external forces are the viscous
drag force and the acoustic radiation force. sst denotes the
relaxation time of the viscous drag effect, it is related to
the properties of particles and the medium. FARF represents
the acoustic radiation force, which is not velocity depen-
dent. mp, qmp, and dp are the mass, material density, and
diameter of particle. lg is the dynamic viscosity of gas. As
the Reynolds number of the flow around particle is sup-
posed to be less than unity in this study, the Stokes’ drag
force law with Cunningham correction,23 C(Kn), is
employed here. Kn is the Knudsen number of the flow. The
term C is the Bhatnagar-Gross-Krook (BGK) collision
operator where g is the particle distribution function in equi-
librium state and s is the relaxation time. In the expression
of s, np and Tp denote the number density and the tempera-
ture of the particle phase. kB is the Boltzmann constant.
Without the acceleration term, the conventional UGKS
adopts a finite volume formulation for the spatial coordi-
nates and a discrete velocity space. Take a one-dimensional
case as an example. The spatial domain is discretized into I
control volumes and the velocity space is discretized by K
points. For the ith control volume at the kth discrete veloc-
ity, the update of cell average distribution function is
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The distribution function Fiþ1=2;k at cell interface has a
specific construction process that contains particle free
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transport and collision mechanisms, which is given in detail
in Ref. 24.
However, the velocity gradient in the acceleration term
in Eq. (1) could not be dealt with by the conventional
UGKS formulation. To treat this problem, Liu et al.20
applied a finite volume method for both the spatial and
velocity coordinates. While their formulation is complete, it
is tedious to understand every aspect in it. In this study, we
seek a simplified treatment of the acceleration term that
could guarantee a correct momentum exchange between the
two phases. In detail, we stick to a finite difference formula-
tion for the velocity space. By moving the acceleration term




þrxðupf Þ ¼ ~C; (3)
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This treatment converts the effect of external force acceler-
ation to be part of the collision effect except that this
“collision” happens between particles and surrounding
medium. For Eq. (3), the conventional UGKS formulation
could be directly applied to form Eq. (2). The thing that is
changed is the newly derived collision term ~C. In this new
term, the only unknown is the first order derivative of the
distribution function but it could be calculated by the finite
difference method in the velocity space.25
B. Adaptive velocity interval algorithm
In the UGKS, the density distribution function in equi-
librium state is assumed to be of Maxwellian type. For a 2-













mines the half width of the normal distribution function. For
example, in gas dynamics problems, the characteristic veloc-
ity usually stands for the sound speed. However, when the
submicron particle is modeled, its molecular mass is about
109 times heavier than that of a gas molecule, which results
in a very small characteristic velocity (uc  6 103m=s).
Besides, the motion of the dispersed submicron particles is
coupled with the gas phase. For a SPL around 150 dB, the
maximum gas velocity is about 1.58 m/s. These two facts
together mean that the density distribution function is very
“narrow” in the velocity space (determined by the character-
istic velocity), but has a very large moving interval (coupled
with gas motion) as is shown in Fig. 1.
This special feature shown in Fig. 1 could make many
kinetic-based methods to be computationally inefficient
since non-zero information exists only in a very limited
velocity range. However, if the velocity field of the gas
phase is without shock, the density distribution functions in
adjacent control volumes should share a certain range of
velocity interval as is shown by the solid black line and the
dotted gray line in Fig. 1. Since the UGKS employs second
order spatial scheme, only the nearest neighbors are
involved in the interpolation process.
With the above considerations, an adaptive velocity
interval algorithm is applied herein in the interpolation and
update processes to reduce the amount of calculations. For
the ith control volume at time step tn, its density distribution
function has a compact support in the velocity interval
½Uic  Ri;Uic þ Ri with Uic the expectation velocity and R
i
the supporting radius. In the spatial interpolation of the
density distribution function, only cell i1 and iþ 1 are
involved. Therefore all useful information will be confined
in the effective interval ½minðUi1c Ri1;UicRi;Uiþ1c
Riþ1Þ;maxðUi1c þRi1;UicþRi;Uiþ1c þRiþ1Þ. By restrict-
ing the calculation within this effective velocity interval,
the total workload is obviously reduced. For time step tnþ1,
since the particle mean velocity is updated, Uic is also
updated according to the new density distribution function.
This makes the algorithm adaptive. We also note that this
does not mean that only the distribution function in the
effective velocity interval needs to be stored. In practice,
distribution function in the entire discrete velocity range is
stored.
III. PROBLEM STATEMENT AND THE GAS-PARTICLE
COUPLING SCHEME
To validate the kinetic modeling of submicron par-
ticles, the modified UGKS is coupled with the linearized
Euler equations to formulate a continuum-kinetic coupling
scheme for gas-particle two-phase flows. Here the problem
simulated concerns the particle concentration phenomenon
under transverse standing wave in a micro channel.
A. Problem description and assumptions
Figure 2 sketches the problem geometry as in the
experimental investigation by Imani and Robert.11 The
particle-seeded air stream is introduced from the inflow
FIG. 1. Typical density distribution function and the potential moving
interval in the velocity space when modeling submicron particles with the
UGKS.
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side. An electrostatic transducer of L ¼ 35 mm in length is
mounted into the channel wall. It is able to generate a maxi-
mum SPL of 154.5 dB. To guarantee a complete wavelength
in the transversal direction, the working frequency is set to
be 50 kHz which corresponds to a channel height of
H ¼ 6:806 mm. At the outlet, an optic system is installed
to measure the particle density and size. The seeded particle
is solid TiO2 of 300 nm in diameter initially. Its material
density is 3900–4200 kg=m3. At the outlet, the average par-
ticle size grows to 460 nm as is caused by the acoustic
aggregation effect.
From experiment to numerical simulation, the follow-
ing assumptions are made.
(1) Particles do not cohere: as is shown in the experimental
study, the aggregation effect is not very important for
submicron particles. With this assumption, particle
modeling with the UGKS is possible because the
Boltzmann equation is only able to deal with mono-
disperse particle.
(2) Sinusoidal and continuous standing wave form: assume
that the standing wave pressure field has a continuous
cosine form even though SPL could reach 150 dB.
Under this condition, the acoustic radiation force has an
analytical expression.
(3) Laminar gas mean flow along the channel: since the
Reynolds number is relatively small (Re  100), the
mean flow field is considered laminar. The velocity pro-
file is calculated based on the Poiseuille condition.
(4) Displacement of the transducer is neglected: fixed wall
condition is assumed on both sides of the channel, the
transverse standing wave is given by imposing appro-
priate initial conditions.
B. Gas-particle coupling scheme
With the above assumptions, the configuration in Fig. 2
could be simplified to a two-dimensional channel flow with
particles and transverse standing wave. In this simplified
configuration, there are two essential mechanisms of parti-
cle motions: particle convection along the channel and par-
ticle concentration by the standing wave in the transversal
direction.
To maintain the above-mentioned mechanisms, a LEE-
UGKS coupling scheme for the gas-particle flow is pro-
posed. The linearized Euler equations26 are employed
because it could describe the transverse standing wave as
well as the mean flow motion along the x axis of the channel
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S ¼ 0 
qp
sst
ð Ug þ ug  upÞ 
qp
sst
ð Vg þ vg  vpÞ 
qp
sst
ðupð Ug þ ug  upÞ þ vpð Vg þ vg  vpÞÞ
 
:
Variables with over bar stand for mean flow quantities.
On the other hand, the particle phase is modeled by the
modified UGKS with external force Eq. (1). Here we only
focus on the momentum exchange between the two phases
and assume that the temperature of particles is the same as
the local temperature of the gas phase. Due to a low volume
FIG. 2. Schematic representation of
the experimental setup.
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fraction of particle phase, qp/qg is practically a small num-
ber (less than 0.01).
C. Computational methods and setups
The simulation of the acoustic concentration effect usu-
ally covers several thousand wave periods in time. To have
a minimum wave distortion in long term simulations, com-
putational aeroacoustics methods are applied to solve the
gas phase equations. The spatial interpolation is based on
the fourth order dispersion-relation-preserving (DRP) finite
difference scheme.27 The time stepping employs the opti-
mized four-level Adams-Bashforth method.25 As for the
wall boundaries, a ghost-point based high-order wall condi-
tion is used.
For the submicron particle phase, the modified UGKS
with adaptive velocity interval algorithm is adopted as is
detailed in Sec. II B. Due to the derivative term in Eq. (3),
the trapezoidal rule in Eq. (2) could no longer be employed
for the BGK-type collision term. Here we return to the
explicit Euler forward method. To enhance the computing
speed, MPI-based parallel code is developed for this 2-D
LEE-UGKS coupling scheme.
The main parameters and conditions for the simulations
are listed in Table I.
The computational domain is a rectangle of LH as is
shown in Fig. 2. It is divided into Nx  Ny ¼ 120 48 con-
trol volumes. Within each control volume, the velocity
space is further discretized under the framework of the
UGKS. Depending on the mean flow speed Umean, the dis-
cretization in the velocity space takes Nu  Nv ¼ 49 169
(for cases with Umean ¼ 0 and 0:05 m=s) and Nu  Nv
¼ 89 177 (Umean ¼ 0:1 m=s), respectively. Since the
adaptive velocity interval algorithm is used, the actual
amount of degrees of freedom in real-time calculation is
much smaller than these indicated values. The time step is
Dt ¼ 2:5 108 second which corresponds to 1/800 of the
standing wave period. The simulations were run on a cluster
with Intel E5–2683 CPU devices. For the Umean ¼ 0:05 m=s
test case, the computation speed was 2.086 timesteps/s with
30 MPI-connected CPU threads.
For the plane standing wave in y-direction, the acoustic


















Eac is the acoustic energy density related with the acoustic
pressure and U is the so-called acoustic contrast factor
related with the compressibility of the gas phase and the
particle phase. With a sin(2ky) spatial modulation, the
acoustic radiation force pushes particles toward pressure
nodes at 0.25 H and 0.75 H. However, for the current simu-
lation, the acoustic radiation force is less dominant because
the particle diameter is small and the working frequency is
low. Therefore the effect of viscous drag force should be
considered as well.
In this work, both the gas and particle phases are solved
in time domain. However, the theoretical expression for the
acoustic radiation force in Eq. (5) is time-averaged. To deal
with this inconsistency, we assume that the acoustic radia-
tion force oscillates periodically in time domain with the
same frequency as the standing wave because it is the stand-
ing wave that generates the acoustic radiation force.
Therefore we multiply sinð2pfgtÞ to the right hand side of
Eq. (6) in the simulations.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
With the numerical scheme and the parameter settings
described in Sec. III, a series of simulations are conducted
with different standing wave SPLs, acoustic radiation force
to drag force ratios and mean flow velocities to study their
relative influences on particle concentration efficiency and
pattern.
A. Comparison with experimental measurements
To validate the numerical modeling, the simulated par-
ticle density profile with the proposed LEE-UGKS coupling
scheme is first compared with experimental measurements
in Ref. 11. The amplitude of standing wave is set to be
149.63 dBrms. The ARF/DF ratio is on average 76.83%. The
simulation is done without mean flow for 7500 periods of
standing wave. As could be interpreted from Fig. 3, the
LEE-UGKS scheme is able to get a similar particle concen-
tration pattern as in the experimental study. Two enriched
peaks form near the centerline of the channel with a peak
value of approximately 2. The separation of the two peaks
is about 0.15 H which is very close to the experimental mea-
surement. The numerical result is completely symmetric
TABLE I. Main parameters and conditions for the gas phase and the parti-
cle phase.
Gas phase
Density, pressure and temperature Standard atmospheric condition
Standing wave frequency fg 50 kHz
Channel mean flow speed Umean 0 m=s, 0.05 m=s, 0.1 m=s
Channel velocity profile UgðyÞ UgðyÞ ¼ ð6UmeanÞH2 ðH  yÞy
Standing wave pressure level 140–150 dB
Initial conditions qg ¼ q0 cosð2py=HÞ
ug ¼ 0; vg ¼ 0
pg ¼ p0 cosð2py=HÞ
Particle phase
Material density qmp 4000 kg=m3
Particle diameter dp 460 nm
Number density np 1 1012m3
Initial conditions qp ¼ mpnp
up ¼ Ug; vp ¼ 0
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because we assume the same wall condition on both sides
and continuous wave form. While in the experiment, the
displacement of the transducer will cause a certain level of
asymmetry as could be noticed in Fig. 3. Owing to the mass
conservation, particles also concentrate near the side walls.
As a reference, the dashed line in the figure shows the
particle density calculated using a two-fluid model (TFM).
In this method the particle phase is considered continuum
and is solved by the Euler equations. Compared with the
experimental measurement, the two-fluid model could not
predict satisfactory peak values as the LEE-UGKS scheme
does. The observed difference between the two modeling
methods might lie in their fundamental assumptions, respec-
tively. For the continuum modeling, all particles inside one
control volume have only one unique velocity so that they
move at the same pace. However, in the kinetic modeling, a
distribution function f ðt; x; upÞ is employed to describe par-
ticles’ states. This means that particles within the same con-
trol volume could have different velocities. For example,
the second term of the collision term ~C in Eq. (3) denotes
the momentum exchange rate between the gas phase and
the particle phase due to the viscous drag force. Since the
distribution function f ðt; x; upÞ is velocity-dependent, par-
ticles with different velocities would gain or lose different
amount of momentum even if they belong to the same con-
trol volume, which is closer to the reality.
B. Influence of SPL on concentration efficiency
By varying the amplitude of the standing wave, the influ-
ence of SPL on particle concentration efficiency is studied
with a fixed ARF/DF ratio. The SPL ranges from 143.18 to
149.63 dBrms. The total simulation time is also set to 7500
periods. The concentration efficiency g is defined as the rela-







In Eq. (6), qini and qcon denote the initial and post-
concentration particle density. yl and yr are left and right
bounds in y direction for the concentrated peaks. The simu-
lated particle density profiles are shown in Fig. 4. It could
be seen that increasing pressure amplitude of the standing
wave will increase the particle density in the enriched
bands. The concentration efficiency depends nearly linear
on the SPL in decibels as shown in Fig. 5.
C. ARF/DF ratio on concentration pattern
While the SPL of the standing wave determines particle
concentration efficiency, the relative importance of the
acoustic radiation force and the drag force affects the parti-
cle concentration pattern. For the current parameter settings,
the acoustic radiation force is no longer dominant due to
small particle size and low working frequency. Imani and
Robert28 estimated that acoustic radiation force represented
approximately 40% of total force for particles with diame-
ters of 200 nm.
FIG. 3. Particle concentration comparison between experimental measure-
ment in Ref. 11, kinetic modeling method (LEE-UGKS scheme) and con-
tinuum modeling (LEE-Euler method). qp is the post-concentration particle
density and q0p denotes the initial particle density.
FIG. 4. Particle concentration patterns at different SPLs with a fixed ARF/
(ARFþDrag) ratio of 0.4345. qp is the post-concentration particle density
and q0p denotes the initial particle density.
FIG. 5. Particle concentration efficiency as a function of SPL.
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In our numerical investigations we could not determine
the exact value of the acoustic radiation force but the ARF/
DF ratio could be altered artificially to show how this ratio
influences the concentration pattern. With a fixed SPL at
144.77 dBrms and simulation time of 7500 periods, ARF/
(ARFþDF) ratios ranging from 0.38 to 0.55 are simulated.
The force ratio is estimated by period-averaged value. From
Fig. 6 it could be concluded that stronger acoustic radiation
force would lead to enriched bands to have higher peak val-
ues and larger separation distances. This trend is consistent
to the known effect on the acoustic radiation force since it
tends to bring particles to the pressure nodes. Two extreme
cases where either the ARF or the drag force is dominant
are also tested. In Fig. 7, when there is only drag force that
acts on the particles, particles group around the centerline
of the channel in one peak.28 By contrast, if the acoustic
radiation force is dominant, particles are entrained towards
the pressure nodes of the standing plane wave which agrees
with the theoretical prediction and experimental observa-
tions in the literature.
D. Particle concentration with mean flow velocity
After parametric studies without mean flow shown
above, the whole scenario of particle concentration by
standing wave and convection along the channel is simu-
lated with mean flow velocities of 0:05 and 0:1 m=s. The
SPL is set to be 149.63 dBrms and the contours of particle
density after 7500 periods are shown in Fig. 8. Darker color
denotes higher particle density.
Particles are introduced with uniform density from
x¼ 0. As they move downstream the channel, they undergo
the influence of the acoustic radiation force and the drag
FIG. 6. Particle concentration patterns of different ARF/(ARFþDF) ratios.
qp is the post-concentration particle density and q0p denotes the initial parti-
cle density.
FIG. 7. Particle concentration patterns of ARF only and drag force only
cases. qp is the post-concentration particle density and q0p denotes the initial
particle density.
FIG. 8. (Color online) Contours of particle density in channel (a) Umean ¼ 0.05 m=s and (b) Umean ¼ 0.1 m=s, darker shading represents regions with higher
particle density.
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force that lead them to a certain concentrated pattern. By
Figs. 8(a) and 8(b), it could be concluded that the mean
flow velocity controls the particle concentration pattern in
the channel. For the Umean ¼ 0:05 m=s case, the axial posi-
tion where particles are clearly concentrated is x¼ 1.5H
and this position for the Umean ¼ 0:1 m=s case is about
x¼ 3H. In other words, at a given axial position, smaller
mean velocity lead to higher concentration efficiency. For
example, at x¼ 2.5H, the concentration efficiencies for the
two cases are 0.5021 and 0.3285, respectively.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Based on the analogy between the gas molecules and
small dispersed particles, the UGKS is modified to represent
the submicron particle phase with external force effect. By
the proposed 2-D LEE-UGKS coupling scheme, the acous-
tic concentration phenomenon of submicron particles in a
micro channel is simulated.
The simulated particle concentration pattern is first com-
pared with experimental measurements in the literature. The
good agreement of the results indicates that the kinetic model-
ing method for submicron particles in air is able to capture
major features in the studied problem. By comparison, the
continuum modeling of particles is less satisfactory for the
current test case. Influences of some key parameters are inves-
tigated. The concentration efficiency is shown to depend line-
arly on the SPL of the standing wave. The acoustic radiation
force to drag force ratio is another important factor that could
alter the concentration pattern. With an increasing ratio, the
enriched bands where particles gather tend to have higher
peak values and larger separation distances. Finally, the influ-
ence of mean velocity amplitude on the evolution of particle
density along the channel is studied and analyzed.
This study demonstrates the rationality and feasibility
of modeling submicron particles in air stream with the
UGKS. It also shows that the established LEE-UGKS
scheme is able to predict the particle concentration phenom-
enon under transverse standing waves. Here, we only focus
on simulating mono-disperse particles of size smaller than
1 lm because the computation costs increase as particle size
grows due to an even narrower density distribution function
in Fig. 1. In this study, we take the relative importance of
the acoustic radiation force and the drag force as a valuable
issue when trying to predict particle concentration pattern
but the absolute amplitude of the acoustic radiation force is
still an open topic.
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